St Mary’s Superstars - Weekly creative challenges
Dear St Mary’s superstars,
To go along with your home learning packs we are putting together a range of creative challenges each day for you to
try. We have put them in a basic timetable for the week, but you can always alter which ones you want to try first.
Remember you can share your achievements on Tapestry and don’t worry if you can’t do them all, but at least 1 per
day should be a target to help you maintain your learning journey away from school.

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Challenge 1

Challenge 3

Challenge 5

Challenge 7

Challenge 9

On a piece of paper draw a
bingo board, either using
numbers, letters or colours.
Create matching paper
cards. Enjoy playing a game
of bingo!

A mystery bag of objects!
Place different objects into a
bag for your child to feel.
Can they describe how it
feels, can they guess what it
is?

Make a sock puppet. Give
your puppet a name and
develop a story. Where
might your puppet go, see,
do?

Magic paper towel!
Explore patterns and colour.
Fold a piece of kitchen towel
in half. Using marker pens
draw on the top and lift to
draw under also. Then place
on top of a bowl of water!

Make number cards for your
child to match objects. This
could be; clip on pegs / park
toy cars / brick tower / coins!
Be creative and match any
objects you find.

.
Challenge 2

Challenge 4

Challenge 6

Challenge 8

Challenge 10

Paper spinner! Explore
colour and pattern. You will
need paper, card, pens, glue
and string. Visit:
https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=5JkggCKYdiA

Draw a poster of the things
you miss about school. You
can label or adult to scribe
your drawings.

Explore positional language.
Use toys or build a model
and move a doll or figure to
show; under / ontop / next to
in front / behind / in / beside.

Write your name large on a
piece of paper or chalk on
the ground. Find and place
objects around the shape of
each letter. Are your letters
straight or curved?

Practise balancing different
objects on different parts of
your body. Which is the
largest / smallest object you
can balance? Can you sit
down and stand up?

Good luck from Miss Bell

Good luck from Miss Bell

